
Student name Teacher Pre-Score Notes Post-Score Notes
18% everything except number line and 10 frames 77 base 10 expanded form Score Code:

82 Base 10 notation/expanded form 82 base 10 expanded form Meets: 70%+
82 Base 10 notation/expanded form 100 Not Yet: 69%-

9% everything except 10 frames 55 MATH HELP
0 everything 13 MATH HELP

64 odds and evens and Base 10 notation/expanded form 100
68 skip counting, number grid, base 10 notation/expanded form 91
55 skip counting, number grid, base 10 notation/expanded form, place value 86
68 odds/evens, number grid base10 shorthand and expanded form 100
82 base 10 notation/expanded form 91
86 Base 10 notation/expanded form 86
82 Base 10 notation/expanded form 100
68 skip counting and base to notation/expanded form 100
82 Base10 shorthand and expanded form 100

0 All concepts 15 MATH HELP
59 skip counting, number grid and base to notation/expanded form 86
82 91
18 everything except 10 frames 82
36 skip counting and base 10 shorthand, number grid, greater than, less than 14 MATH HELP
64 skip counting and base 10 shorthand 100
82 number grid, base 10 notation/expanded form 100

Pre-Score Notes Post-Score Notes
27 ALL but # lines and skip 86 Score Code:
36 ten frames, odd/even, skip, grid, all base 10 86 Meets: 70%+
59 skip, grid and base 10 95 Not Yet: 69%-

86
36 odd/even, skip, place value and base 10 95
64 odd/even and base 10 100
27 ten frame, odd/even, skip, grid, place value, and base 10 100
64 all base 10 and grid 100
36 grid, odd/even, place value, and base 10 82
77 grid and base 10 100
23 ALL but 10 frames and skip counting 86
36 odd/even, skip, place value and base 10 57
64  grid and base 10 90
86 grid and shorthand only 95
32 ALL but <, >, and = and ten frames 71
77 grid and base 10 90
77 grid and base 10 100
50 odd/even, skip, base 10 100
27 ALL but <, >, and = 76
77 base ten 76

Pre-Score Notes Post-Score Notes



73 struggled with number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 91 Score Code:

36
stuggled with: odd/even, counting by 5s, number grids, comparing #s, base-10 shorthand 
& expanded form 82 Meets: 70%+

77 struggled with: number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 95 Not Yet: 69%-

41
struggled with: number line (3-digit), ten frames, odd/even, skip counting, number grid, 
comparing numbers, place value, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 77

77 stuggled with: number grids, comparing numbers, base-10 shorthand 100

59
struggled with:number lines (3-digit), skip counting, number grids, base-10 shorthand & 
expanded form 100

64 struggled with: number grids, comparing numbers, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 86

45
struggled with: number lines (3-digit), ten frames, counting by 2s & 100s, number grids, 
comparing numbers, place value, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 91

77 struggled with: number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 91

55
struggles with: odd/even, skip counting by 2s & 5s, number grids, place value, base-10 
shorthand & expanded form 91

59
struggled with: skip counting by 2s, number grids, comparing #s, base-10 shorthand & 
expanded form 95

68
struggled with: odd/even, counting by 2s, number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded 
form 86

68 struggled with: number grids, place value, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 91
73 struggled with: skip counting, number grids & expanded form 95
95 struggled with: number grids 100
73 struggled with counting by 2s & 5s, number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 82

55
struggled with: odd/even, counting by 2s & 5s, number grids, comparing numbers, base-
10 shorthand & expanded form

77 struggled with: number grids, comparing numbers, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 100
73 struggled with: counting by 2s, number grids, base-10 shorthand & expanded form 95

Pre-Score Notes Post-Score Notes Score Code:
14 got number lines 90 Meets: 70%+
40 81 Not Yet: 69%-
55 back page, number grid 81
45 needs: base 10, expanded form, odd even, number grid, skip counts 95
73 needs: number grid, base 10 shorthand, expanded form 100
23 got: tens frames and greater/less/equal 100
18 got: number lines and ten frames 76
55 needs: odd even, skip counts, base 10 shorthand, expanded form 90
41 got: ten frames, odd even, skip counts 90
23 needs: 3 digit number line, ten frames, odd/even, skip, grid, place value, base 10, exp fo 67
82 needs: base 10 short hand, expanded form 100
82 needs: number grid, base 10, expanded form 100
64 needs: skip count, number grid, base 10 shorthand 100
73 back page 90
64 needs: number grid, base 10 shorthand, expanded form 100
82 needs: number grid, base 10 short hand, expanded form 95

0 43
needs: base 10 short hand and expanded form, odd/even, skip counting 100

64 needs: skip count, number grid, base 10 shorthand 95
14 got: ten frame, number grid 86

81



Pre-Score Notes needs help with Post-Score Notes
77 base 10 and expanded form 77 Score Code:
14 10 frame, odd/even, skip count, # gri, greater than less than 41 Meets: 70%+
77 base 10 and expanded form 82 Not Yet: 69%-
59 # line, skip count, # grid, base 10, expanded 77
77 # grid, base 10, expanded form 95
77 # grid, base 10, expanded form 95
77 # grdi, base 10, expanded form 100
86 expanded form 100

18
10 frame, odd/even, skip cont, # grid, greater than less than, place value, base 10, 
expanded form 55

27 odd/even, skip cound, # grid, base 10, expanded, greater than less than 86
63 odd/even, skip cound, # grid, base 10, expanded 86

11
# line, odd/even, skip count, # grid, odd/even, place value, base 10, expanded,greater 
than less than 91

45
# line, odd/even, skip count, # grid, odd/even, place value, base 10, expanded,greater 
than less than 86

54 odd/even, # grid, expanded, place value, base 10 77
64 skip count, # grid, base 10, place value and expanded form,greater than less than 77
81 skip count, # grid, base 10, and expanded form 100

6 odd/ even/ skip count, # grid, base 10, expanded ,greater than less than 68








































